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the international model forest network brings people together 

to test and apply innovative approaches to managing the 

world’s ecosystems and landscapes in a sustainable manner.
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stAtement fRom the 
imfn eXeCutive diReCtoR

2012 has been a cornerstone year 
marking the 20th anniversary of both 
the United Nations Conference on 
Environment and Development and the 
International Model Forest Network 
(IMFN). What started as a simple 
idea, to establish 10 Model Forests in 
Canada, has transformed into a truly 
international network. In the time 
span of one generation, the Network 
has united over 60 sites in more than 
30 countries, as well as thousands of 
participating organizations. 

The Model Forests have brought a 
diversity of people together, involving 
all those wishing to participate in the 
discussion and management of their 
local forests and landscapes. What 
makes us unique is our recognition 
that local community members have 
important knowledge and real power 
to mobilize to care for and use forests 
with the most sustainable management 
practices possible.

After 20 years, our Network finds itself 
in a changing world. With economic 

concerns taking precedence in political 
discussions around the globe, pressure 
is building on rural communities to 
develop and use their natural resources 
at an ever-quickening rate. In the long 
term, this can lead to deforestation, 
loss of biodiversity, and ultimately, the 
a reduction in the economic wellbeing 
of communities. The IMFN has 
invested considerable effort in bringing 
people together from all walks of life to 
find solutions. Working as a network 
of ideas, knowledge and experiences, 
each Model Forest is providing a 
framework for stakeholders to develop, 
test and implement sustainable 
development initiatives that benefit 
everyone. Despite the challenges we 
face each year, we must remember 

that our Network is a creation of many 
hands. Without our partners, community 
participants, and policy supporters, none 
of this would be possible. 

As we move into the future, let us reflect 
on the legacy we have already left among 
the people we work with all around the 
world. We have been transformed by 
your dedication over the past twenty 
years. Let us continue to make a 
difference for another twenty. 

Peter Besseau,
Executive Director,
International Model Forest Network Secretariat
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A 20-yeAR RetRospeCtive
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Find innovative, locally 
relevant, socially acceptable, 
economically viable and 
ecologically sustainable 
solutions to global challenges.

A 20-yeAR RetRospeCtive

In 1992, Canada announced both a national network of 10 Model Forests and, at the United Nations 
Conference on Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, the development of an 
International Model Forest Network.

Model Forests were designed as living 
laboratories where people with a direct 
interest in forests, supported by the 
most up-to-date science and technology, 
could participate in decisions about how 
the forest could be sustainably managed.

Today, there are over 60 Model 
Forests in 30 countries getting 
different groups to work 
together to manage their forests 
better and helping them learn 
from their experiences.

1992-1997

ideA innovAtion impACt
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Eastern Ontario Model Forest, Canada.
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Monitor progress towards 
SFM at the local level.

A 20-yeAR RetRospeCtive

Between 1997 and 2002, the IMFN began to grow with Model Forests established in Asia and South 
America. In Canada, the Model Forests started working together as a network on sustainable forest 
management (SFM) issues relevant to all sites, with an emphasis on indigenous involvement and 
developing local-level criteria and indicators.

Develop local-level criteria and 
indicators for SFM through a 
country-wide consultation process 
implemented by the Canadian 
Model Forest Network. 

Indicator development processes 
widely shared, concrete 
monitoring of SFM implemented 
at the local level, enhanced inputs 
for policy makers and knowledge 
transfer to the National Model 
Forest Program of Argentina as 
well as to Model Forests in Asia.

1997-2002

ideA innovAtion impACt
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Risaralda Model Forest, Colombia.Ngao Model Forest, Thailand.
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With the increasing focus on 
climate change, the Canadian 
Forest Service was interested 
in adapting its national carbon 
budget model for use by forest 
and land managers.

A 20-yeAR RetRospeCtive

The IMFN experienced significant growth from 2002–2007. This led to a need to change the overall 
governance structure of the IMFN, placing emphasis on stronger regional engagement and autonomy 
leading to the emergence of regional Model Forest networks. The Network continued to expand into new 
areas with the first Model Forests established in Africa, the Mediterranean and northern Europe.

Model Forests were used as testing 
sites in the development of a 
computer model that could be used 
to track and predict the amount 
of carbon stored in forests at the 
management unit level. 

The current model can assess 
the impact of forest operations 
on carbon stocks, enabling 
forest managers to evaluate 
alternative management 
options. The model has 
been calibrated for use in 
Canada, Russia and Mexico.                                     
http://cfs.nrcan.gc.ca/

ideA innovAtion impACt
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IMFN Global Forum 2005. Turrialba, Costa Rica.  Ifrane Model Forest, Morocco.
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Almost twenty years after its 
creation, the IMFN has 60 sites 
in more than 30 countries and it 
is still growing, highlighting the 
need to more clearly define its 
operations and development.

A 20-yeAR RetRospeCtive

Through its work, the IMFN is gaining increasing profile on the international stage. For example, the IMFN 
was invited to participate in the Bonn Challenge that involved various international organizations and 
global leaders in promoting forest landscape restoration. As well, since 2011, the IMFN has been actively 
working with the Government of Rwanda on Model Forest development in support of that country’s forest 
restoration strategy. The IMFN also co-hosted an international symposium on ecosystem and landscape-
level approaches to sustainability with FAO, IUCN, CIFOR and the Secretariat for the Convention on 
Biological Diversity.

 Through a participatory process, IMFN 
members developed a charter. The goal of 
this structural framework is to advance 
IMFN’s objectives, define member roles 
and responsibilities, formalize general 
IMFN procedures, and reinforce the 
existing Framework of Model Forest 
Principles and Attributes. 

IMFN is a dynamic and growing 
global learning network. 

ideA innovAtion impACt

IMFN Global Forum 2008. Hinton, Canada.  
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2007-2012

Landscape restoration initiative in the Model Forest in 
development, Northwestern Rwanda.
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2012 RegionAl highlights
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The Canadian Model Forest Network 
(CMFN) has been operating for over 
20 years with core financial support 
from the Government of Canada. In 
2012, the CMFN began a process of 
transition to broaden its programming 
to address a larger range of 
interconnected issues and sectors.  The 
Annual General Meeting, hosted by the 
Model Forest of Newfoundland and 
Labrador in late September, focused 
on the theme “Business Development: 
New approaches to fundraising and 
marketing” as one of the steps in this 
transition.

Because of their knowledge and 
experiences, signatories to the 
Canadian Boreal Forest Agreement 
(CBFA) invited Model Forests in 
Saskatchewan and Newfoundland 
and Labrador to facilitate discussions 
among the regional working groups 
comprised of industry and NGOs. 
The CBFA is a landmark agreement 
between 23 major forest companies 
and eight leading environmental 
organizations that was signed in 

2010. Covering more than 76 million 
hectares of public forests from coast 
to coast, this agreement facilitates 
cooperation and coordination between 
forest stakeholders.

As well, a new Model Forest, in the 
province of Prince Edward Island, 
was welcomed as a full member of the 
CMFN in 2012. Previously, the site was 
operating under the umbrella of its 
neighbour, the Nova Forest Alliance.

CAnAdiAn model foRest netwoRk

2012 RegionAl highlights

2012 Reg i o nAl 
highlights

FSC certified maple syrup.  Eastern 
Ontario Model Forest, Canada.

Indigenous entrepreneurship - pre-commercial thinning. Lac-Saint-Jean Model Forest, Canada.
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2012 RegionAl highlights

Launched in 2012, the EU-funded 
Baltic Landscape Network seeks to 
implement the Model Forest concept 
and develop locally relevant landscape-
level approaches to sustainability 
within the context of national and 
pan-national policies and frameworks. 
The initiative includes 14 partner 

organizations from Sweden, Finland, 
Poland, Belarus, Latvia, Estonia and 
Norway and maintains connections 
with Model Forests in northwest 
Russia. The Network held an inception 
workshop in southern Sweden in 
February and a follow-up conference 
in Poland in November. 

noRtheRn euRope

In addition, a delegation from 
Poland visited Canada to learn about 
Model Forests, their activities and 
establishment. The visit provided an 
opportunity for both networks to 
share knowledge and gain a mutual 
understanding of the projects being 
undertaken in each region.

Forest landscape. Vilhemina Model Forest, Sweden. 

2012 Reg i o nAl 
highlights

Reindeer husbandry. Vilhemina Model Forest, Sweden.
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2012 RegionAl highlights

In December, the Mediterranean Model 
Forest Network celebrated the initiation 
of the Adriatic Model Forest Project. 
The Network also welcomed two new 
members in 2012 with the Provence 
Model Forest in France becoming a 
candidate site and Italy’s Montagne 
Fiorentine Model Forest formerly joining. 

The Network also collaborated with the 
Mediterranean Forestry and Natural 
Resource Management (MEDFOR) 
program. Through MEDFOR, European 
students from the Erasmus Mundus 
Master Course Program were introduced 
to the Model Forest concept through 
field visits to the Urbión Model Forest 
in Spain. Through education and 
demonstration, students learned about the 
multidisciplinary approach adopted by the 
Network to improve Mediterranean forests 
and policy-making.

In November, the Mediterranean 
Network held its annual general meeting, 
“MedForum”,  in Yalova, Turkey, with the 
theme “Changes in the Mediterranean 
Landscape”.

mediteRRAneAn model foRest netwoRk
2012 Reg i o nAl 

highlights

Ecotourism at the Urbion Model Forest, Spain.

Cork production. Tlemcen Model Forest 
(in development), Algeria.
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2012 RegionAl highlights

The African Model Forest Network 
continued to expand in 2012. It 
developed and initiated Model Forest 
projects in the Democratic Republic 
of Congo (DRC), Rwanda and the 
Central African Republic. The proposed 
Lac Tumba Model Forest in the DRC 
is implementing a climate change 
adaptation project. The project is led 
by CIFOR with funding from the 
Congo Basin Ecosystem Conservation 
Support Program and supported by the 
African Development Bank and the 
African Model Forest Network. It aims 

to provide policymakers, practitioners 
and local communities with the 
information, analysis, and tools they 
need to implement policies and projects 
for REDD+ and climate adaptation.

In northwest Rwanda, a proposed 
Model Forest is focusing on 
participation of communities in local 
watershed management through a forest 
landscape restoration project. Nested 
in Rwanda’s national forest landscape 
restoration strategy and supported 
by ICRAF, the project focuses on 
agroforestry as one solution to improve 

AfRiCAn model foRest netwoRk

Painted tree. Campo Ma’an Model Forest, Cameroon.

Snail production. Dja et Mpomo Model 
Forest, Cameroon.

the livelihood of the local population 
of Rwanda’s Gishwati landscape.

The African Model Forest Network 
is also reaching across the Atlantic to 
collaborate with the Ibero-American 
Model Forest Network to develop 
and consolidate programs aimed at 
strengthening local leadership in 
communities located in Model Forests. 
They met in Cameroon in 2012 to 
share their experiences and draft a 
proposal for a joint training program 
on local leadership.

Karago Lake. Northwestern Rwanda Model Forest (in development). 

2012 Reg i o nAl 
highlights
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2012 RegionAl highlights

The Regional Model Forest Network–
Asia (RMFN-Asia) began work to 
develop a three-year pilot project 
on forest landscape restoration. 
In collaboration with FAO, Cuso 
International and others, the project 
seeks to establish demonstration sites 
in six Model Forests in five countries 
(Thailand, Indonesia, Philippines, 
India and China). The project also 
aims to improve livelihoods and 
consider food security needs for local 
stakeholders.

As a result of a tri-lateral memorandum 
of understanding between the IMFN, 
CMFN, and Indonesia’s Ministry of 
Forestry, the Government of Indonesia 
has committed to working towards 
establishment of a new Model Forest in 
the Special Province of Yogyakarta on 
the island of Java. If successful, it would 
be Indonesia’s second Model Forest. 

In February 2012, IMFN representatives 
traveled to the Lin’an (China) and 
Margowitan (Indonesia) Model Forests 

RegionAl model foRest netwoRk - AsiA

to assess the sites using a standardized 
approach piloted by the Ibero-American 
Model Forest Network and based on 
the IMFN Principles and Attributes 
Framework. The visit was helpful in 
identifying strengths that could be 
shared more broadly, as well as areas 
that require additional support.

2012 Reg i o nAl 
highlights

Rice production. Carood Watershed Model 
Forest, Philippines.

Training on nursery techniques for youth. 
Ngao Model Forest, Thailand.
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2012 RegionAl highlights

The Ibero-American Model Forest 
Network welcomed two new Model 
Forests and two new initiatives 
in 2012. The Noreste de Olancho 
and Sico-Paulaya Model Forests in 
Honduras have extensive experience in 
community forestry, forest certification 
and non-timber forest products. They 
bring the total number of Model 
Forests in the regional network to 28.

The Network initiated two climate 
change projects, EcoADAPT and 
CLIMIFORAD. EcoADAPT, 
launched in January 2012 with 
funding from the EU, investigates 
climate change adaptation strategies 
at the ecosystem level with a focus on 
water management in Argentinean, 
Bolivian, and Chilean Model Forests. 
The second project, CLIMIFORAD, 
is led by CATIE with funding from 
the Inter-American Development 
Bank. It investigates potential climate 
change impacts on high mountain 
forest ecosystems to develop tools for 

management adaptation. This project 
works in six areas, including three 
Model Forests in Chile, Costa Rica and 
Colombia.

The 2012 annual board meeting took 

place in Honduras. The Network 
hosted a strategic planning workshop 
to review the objectives, achievements, 
and challenges experienced during the 
previous strategic plan in preparation for 
the next that will cover 2013–17. 

ibeRo-AmeRiCAn model foRest netwoRk2012 Reg i o nAl 
highlights

Araucaria pine. Araucaria del Alto Malleco 
Model Forest, Chile.

Hiking at the Jujuy Model Forest, Argentina.
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2012 globAl highlights 
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globAl highlights 

2012 year marked the 20th anniversary 
of the IMFN, and there was much to 
celebrate. Model Forests have been 
working hard to emphasize and expand 
the learning opportunities between 
sites by teaching and working with 

one another through collaborative 
projects. In addition, a four-year, 
$2.6 million project funded by the 
International Development Research 
Centre, “Enhancing the Action Research 
Capacity of the International Model 

A leARning netwoRk

Forest Network”, was successfully 
completed in 2012. This project 
combined the efforts and expertise 
of Natural Resources Canada and the 
CMFN to document many positive 
results across the IMFN.

2012 g lo bAl 
highlights

Field trip at the Vilhemina Model Forest, 
Sweden.
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globAl highlights 

The IMFN was also busy in 2012 
communicating its successes worldwide. 
The June issue of the Forestry 
Chronicle contained a series of articles 
highlighting Model Forest activities and 
achievements. The Network produced 
an issue of the Connections newsletter 
focusing on forest landscape restoration, 
and an IMFN “cookbook” highlighting 
non-timber forest products from across 
the network.

The IMFN co-hosted a side event on 
forest partnerships at the IUCN World 
Conservation Congress in South Korea 
in September, alongside IUCN, the 
Programme for the Endorsement of 
Forest Certification (PEFC), and the 
Canadian Boreal Forest Agreement 
Secretariat. It also showcased Model 
Forests at FAO’s Committee on Forestry 
(COFO) meeting as an example of the 
landscape approach that has become the 
global reference for SFM.

A CommuniCAtive netwoRk

The IMFN started its Legacy Project with 
an objective of enhancing awareness 
of the impacts and value of the IMFN 
and Model Forests. In partnership with 
Cuso International, video producers 
documented stories from Asia, Africa, the 
Mediterranean region, Northern Europe, 
Latin America and Canada. Testimonies 
from Model Forest partners will be woven 
into short videos, project briefs and 
podcasts for release throughout 2013.

The International 
Model Forest Network 

Recipe Book 
Featuring Non-Timber Forest Products 

from Model Forests Around the World

1992-2012

2012 g lo bAl 
highlights

Participants at a workshop on the development of a Model Forest in Rwanda.
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globAl highlights 

As a sign of its ongoing importance 
and relevance, the IMFN continued 
to expand in 2012. Most regional 
networks formally established or 
initiated new sites. As well, the IMFN 

leveraged more than $8 million in new 
project funding, including €3 million 
for the Baltic Landscape Network, €1.6 
million for the Adriatic Model Forest 
Initiative, and $2.7 million from the 

A gRowing netwoRk

Canadian International Development 
Agency (CIDA) for a climate change 
resilience project in Cameroon. 

2012 g lo bAl 
highlights

Boreal forest at Resources North, 
Canada.
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A look towARd the futuRe
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The IMFN continues to pursue strategic 
partnerships with organizations and 
individuals possessing expertise in 
forest restoration and ecosystem 
services, climate change mitigation 
and adaptation, green economy, 
food security and livelihoods. These 
partnerships strengthen the Network 
and its members by providing the 
knowledge necessary to continue the 

innovation, international cooperation 
and skill sharing for which it is known.

Over the past 20 years, the Network 
has expanded considerably from the 
initial ten sites in Canada and has 
made a significant contribution to the 
concept and practice of sustainable 
natural resource management. Model 
Forests have evolved and adapted 
to a number of emerging ideas and 

A look towARd the futuRe

paradigms, including integrated 
resource management, sustainable 
forest management and, more 
recently, moving towards broader 
integrated landscape management. 
The Network and its members are 
continuing to explore approaches and 
develop tools to help address new and 
emerging challenges in the sustainable 
management of natural resources.
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Ibero-American  Model Forest Network

Canadian Model Forest Network Mediterranean  
Model Forest Network

African Model Forest Network

Regional Model Forest Network – Asia

Russia and Northern Europe

member
candidate
Regional Model Forest Secretariat
IMFN Secretariat
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African Model Forest Network
Quartier dragages
Carrefour ministère de la ville
p.o. box 33678, yaoundé
Cameroon
www.africanmodelforests.net

Canadian Model Forest Network
p.o. bag 2150
10 Campus drive
kemptville, ontario Canada
k0g 1J0
www.modelforest.net

Ibero-American Model Forest Network
división de investigación y desarrollo
CAtie 7170, turrialba
Costa Rica
www.bosquesmodelo.net

Mediterranean Model Forest Network
plaza de la universidad
numero 4 - entreplanta 1
47002 valladolid
spain
www.mmfn.info

Regional Model Forest Network—Asia
Chinese Academy of forestry
wan shou shan p.o. box 38
beijing 100091
people’s Republic of China

Russia
c/o komi model forest
p.o. box 810
syktyvkar, komi
Russia 16700
www.komimodelforest.ru

Northern Europe
c/o vilhelmina model forest
volgsjövägen 27, s-912 32
vilhelmina, sweden
www.vilhelminamodelforest.se

RegionAl ContACt infoRmAtion ACRonyms
CATIE – tropical Agricultural Research and education Center

CBFA – Canadian boreal forest Agreement

COFO – fAo Committee on forestry

CIDA – Canadian international development Agency

CIFOR – Center for international forestry Research

CLIMIFORAD – Climate change, iberoamerican mountain forests and Adaptation

CMFN – Canadian model forest network

FAO – food and Agriculture organization of the united nations

IDRC – international development Research Centre

IMFN – international model forest network

IUCN – international union for the Conservation of nature

MEDFOR – mediterranean forestry and natural Resources management 

PEFC – programme for the endorsement of forest Certification

REDD+ – Reducing emissions from deforestation and forest degradation

RMFN–Asia – Regional model forest network–Asia

SFM – sustainable forest management
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International Model Forest 
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Canada
imfn@imfn.net 
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